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Pedophiles Don’t Retire: Why the Statute of Limitations on Sex Crimes Against Children Must Be Abolished

Symone Shinton*

Someone that victimizes a child should never be able to hide behind time. But in sixteen states—California, Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, Montana, New Hampshire, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennes-

*J.D. candidate, May 2017, Chicago-Kent College of Law, Illinois Institute of Technology; B.S., International Affairs, Florida State University, 2014. I would like to thank Marci Hamilton, the Paul R. Verkuil Research Professor at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva University, and Pennsylvania State Representative Mark Rozzi for their unwavering dedication and advocacy towards changing these laws and protecting children. I am also thankful to Mr. David Grosby for his continued personal support of the writing of this article.


4. Ind. Code Ann. § 35-41-4-2(e) (West 2016) (victim has until age thirty-one to report).

5. Iowa Code Ann. § 802.2 (West 2015) (victim has until age twenty-eight to report).


see, and Washington— if that child victim grows into an adult and takes too long to report his or her abuse, the abuser will escape criminal prosecution. The perpetrator is free to keep "stalking, grooming, and destroying more children’s lives," no matter how strong the evidence against him or her. Placing time limits on victims’ shoulders is at odds with the science on how a child sexual abuse victim acknowledges, copes with, and recovers from abuse. Giving adult survivors of child sexual abuse the opportunity to participate in the criminal justice system on their own time will improve otherwise crippled legislative and executive strategies at identifying and apprehending unknown sexual predators. A vast body of research indicates that the effects of childhood sexual abuse often span a lifetime. The opportunity to seek justice should last just as long.

Any society worth living in places the protection of its children at the forefront of its goals. A 2010 Harvard Medical School study on pedophilia concluded, "[t]here is no cure, so the focus is on protecting children." Pedophilia is defined as the fantasy or act of sexual activity with prepubescent children, typically under the age of thirteen. A pedophile may victimize over one hundred children in his lifetime. Yet most criminals will receive a longer prison term for stealing property than for stealing the innocence of a child. Although statutes of

16. TENN. CODE ANN. § 40-2-101 (West 2016) (victim has until age thirty-three or forty-three to report depending on the crime).
17. WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 9A.04.080(1)(c) (West 2016) (victim has until age thirty to report).
limitations are generally necessary and beneficial to society, they are at odds with both the psychological data of the impact of sex trauma on children and society's need to stop the epidemic of child sex abuse. In the context of sex crimes against children, "[p]rosecuting old crimes prevents new ones" by enabling society to identify and punish otherwise invisible abusers before they get a chance to find their next victim.

From statutes of limitations' inception, state legislators acknowledged that a crime may be so heinous that society's interest in identifying the criminal and redressing the crime justifies keeping the court doors permanently open. Beginning in 1983, most states began amending their criminal statutes of limitations by both extending the length of time children have to report their sexual abuse and tolling the statute of limitations until a child turns eighteen. In time, the majority of states decided that merely extending the statute of limitations was not enough, and abolished them altogether. This Note will argue that the remaining sixteen state legislatures must follow the national trend, and abolish their criminal statutes of limitations.

Part I of this Note reviews empirical data researching how sex crimes against children impact victims and society, and why placing any time limitation on victims is psychologically unreasonable. Part II explains why tolling provisions and civil remedies fail to effectively combat the epidemic of child sex abuse. Part III explores why abolishing the statute of limitations is the only way to combat the epidemic of child sexual abuse by identifying offenders. Finally, Part IV addresses the important counterargument that defendants' rights will be compromised by abolishing the statute of limitations, and concludes that

For example, they prevent prosecutors from bringing stale claims, and encourage litigants to file suit while evidence is still fresh and available. MARCI A. HAMILTON, JUSTICE DENIED: WHAT AMERICA MUST DO TO PROTECT ITS CHILDREN 3 (2008).

Id. "Murder has no [statute of limitations] because of the heinous nature of the crime, the fact that the victim himself will never be able to bring his cause to justice, and society's interest in identifying murderers.; MODEL PENAL CODE § 1.06 (1985).

See, e.g., ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 12.11.010(a) (West 2016); ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 13-107(A) (2016); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 775.15(13)(b) (West 2016); GA. CODE ANN. § 17-3-2.1(b) (West 2016); IDAHO CODE ANN. § 19-401 (West 2016); ME. STAT. ANN. tit. 17, §8(1) (2016); MISS. CODE ANN. § 99-1-5 (West 2016); NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. § 29-110(b) (West 2016); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2C:6-6(a) (West 2016); 12 R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN. § 12-12-17 (West 2016); TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 12.01(1) (West 2015); UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-1-301(2) (West 2016); VA. CODE ANN. § 19.2-8 (West 2016).
sufficient procedural safeguards exist to protect defendants from injustice.

I. THE PROBLEM: VICTIMS CANNOT REACH THE COURTHOUSE DOORS BEFORE THEY CLOSE.

Child sex abuse is a massive national problem; at least one in four girls and one in five boys are sexually abused. A shocking twenty-nine percent of rape victims are under the age of eleven. For a variety of reasons, about ninety percent of child victims of sexual assault do not report these crimes to the authorities. Indeed, the majority of child sexual abuse survivors will not disclose their abuse until adulthood. While these victims take decades to recover, their abusers find their next victims. Tragically, when these survivors have finally reached a point in their lives where they are ready to come forward and identify a predator, the court doors may already be closed to their claim.

Because child sexual abuse goes frequently unreported, the science outlining how long a victim of child sexual assault may need to report is neither robust nor precise. Survey methods are imperfect, and little information has been collected assessing just how many adult victims remain in the shadows with their claims. One study concluded that male survivors of child sex abuse delayed disclosing their abuse to a friend or family member for an average of 21.38 years after first experiencing the abuse. Other studies estimating the averages for female victims varied from 25 to 35 years after the abuse ended.

36. Most research conducted regarding child sexual abuse surveys child victims and seeks to determine whether they disclosed before adulthood or not. Id. at 198.
Disclosure rates may vary according to the severity of the abuse, the duration of the abuse, and the age of the child when abused. Nearly every study evaluating child sexual abuse is susceptible to criticism for being unrepresentative of the general population of victims.

As a result, much of what we know about how much time adult survivors of child sexual assault need is anecdotal. Indeed, because adult survivors of child sexual assault access to both the civil and criminal tribunals, these victims are identified through their calls to legislators through the media. For example, Joan Hillman of Omaha, Nebraska claimed that three men sexually abused her from the age of four, until she was twelve. Like approximately 60–70% of child victims of sexual abuse, Joan never disclosed what happened to her until long into adulthood—her fifties. In a 2012, Stephen Embry, then fifty-seven years old, alleged that when he was barely twelve years old he was repeatedly raped over one hundred times by a swimming coach at Harvard University. Pennsylvania Representative Louise Bishop needed “more than sixty years to come to terms with what happened to [her] and to find the courage to share [her] story.” Pennsylvania Representative Mark Rozzi did not publicly disclose the sexual abuse he suffered for twenty-five years until he learned that another victim committed suicide. Rozzi, committed to changing the same predator-friendly laws that kept him and the alleged forty other victims like him from justice, has stated that “[i]t takes victims years if not decades to acknowledge the abuse. We need to give them the opportunity

42. London, supra note 35, at 203.
44. Teplitz, supra note 18.
46. Id.
to seek justice and protect future generations of children by bringing action against perpetrators.”

Proponents of statutes of limitations for sex crimes against children often ask why twenty, thirty, or forty years is not enough time for victims to come forward. Put simply, we do not know precisely how long victims need to report these crimes. Victims require various lengths of time for various reasons. Each victim of child sexual abuse both suffers and recovers uniquely, and cannot be expected to do so on a neat and uniform timeline. Society must decide whether it is more comfortable allowing potentially valid claims from victims to slip beneath the cracks or forcing potential sexual predators to defend old claims.

Victims of child sexual assault do not report soon—if at all—for a variety of reasons. While the abuse is occurring, reporting is at odds with surviving. Indeed, a child suffering at the hands of a sexual abuser often disengages from the anxiety by dissociating him or herself from the trauma. This dissociation may manifest itself in denial, or an inhibited sense of connection to the outside world. In other words, reporting goes against the victim’s rational survival response by forcing the child to acknowledge and confront the reality she must dissociate herself from in order to survive. “Children often internalize the ugliness of child abuse for years because they fail to understand exactly what happened to them, or how to judge it. They need maturity to comprehend the situation.” Even after a survivor has acknowledged the abuse, sharing this information with another is a separate process in and of itself. The survivor of child sexual abuse experiences the process of disclosing their victimization to a third-party as a significant stressor, counterintuitive to their coping methods.

As a result, the process of acknowledgment and recovery may take decades, beginning only after the abuse has ended, and the victim is actually given the option to start reconnecting with his or her life. But


48. Burgess, supra note 21, at 212.

49. Id.


even after the abuse has ceased, victims experience severe emotional trauma well into adulthood. Many adult survivors of child sex abuse experience the same feelings of guilt, blame, and fear of scrutiny felt by adult victims of rape. The victim may need time to become financially independent, relocate, and undergo years of counseling before being ready to publicly accuse their abuser.

Severe emotional trauma is not the only side effect of child sexual abuse. Child sexual abuse may alter children’s brain growth and development, ultimately impacting their behavior as adults. Structurally, a child’s developing brain is adversely and permanently impacted by the trauma of sexual abuse for the rest of her life. One study revealed that the cortisol levels (otherwise known as the “fight or flight” or “stress” hormones) of some incest victims were as high as those of Vietnam veterans. As these victims grew into adults, that same stress-response system collapsed, resulting in an overall decrease in the body’s ability to deal with stress, and ultimately leading to severe mental and physical health problems such as depression and obesity.

Early sustained abuse can produce physiological changes in the brain that result in difficulty modulating emotional responses and interpreting social situations, leading to impulsive, antisocial behavior and sexual misconduct. Child victims of sexual abuse are more likely to experience alcoholism, drug addiction, depression, and poverty in their adult lifetime than their un-abused counterparts. Survivors of child sex abuse are also more likely to experience posttraumatic stress disorder, dissociative behavior, eating disorders, and sexual disorders in adulthood.

52. Perkins, supra note 19.
57. Id.
58. Burgess, supra note 21, at 212.
59. Id. at 211-12.
60. Id.
"Stranger-danger" is a myth. In fact, ninety-three percent of child victims are sexually abused by someone they know. One study found that less than half of children who were sexually abused by an adult outside of their family told their parents about the abuse. Fifty percent of those children reported feeling afraid or ashamed that their parents would be angry with them or blame them for the abuse. Fear of rebuke rose to around 80% when the perpetrator was familiar to the child and the family, and the abuse was serious and repeated. Indeed, most child victims initially deny having been abused, only later gradually disclosing upon specific prompting through therapy. But current methods to discover child sex abuse rest on the assumption that children who are abused will report these crimes; in reality, less than one in ten child victims will do so, even when directly prompted by a child psychologist.

Many children are not safe in their own homes. More than ten million Americans are victims of incest. Intra-familial child sexual abuse "cuts across every social, economic, and educational barrier." Studies suggest as many as one in six women experience incestuous abuse before the age of eighteen. Studies show that most incestuous relationships start when the victim is between the ages of six and eleven, and the abuse typically persists for at least two years. But when in-

64. Id.
65. Id. at 119.
67. Id. at 11.
68. Forward & Buck, supra note 25, at 145.
71. Id.
cest victims finally come forward, time may have safeguarded the predator from prosecution.72

Victims of incest face a unique set of concerns that prevent them from reporting abuse until long into adulthood. Child victims of incest often live with and depend upon their abusers; to illustrate, the vast majority of incest cases occur between a father and daughter.73 Most victims remain unable to report their abuse until they have escaped the daily control by their abuser, moved out of the home, and received therapy.74 But most victims do not receive therapy until they are over thirty years old.75 In addition, a family member may coerce a child into silence through fear.76 Reporting may have the effect of displacing the child into a foster home, upheaving any sense of shelter and family.77 Reporting means that he or she must likely face testifying against her immediate family member in court, and facing the responsibility for that family member’s imprisonment.78 An incest victim may face a variety of consequences: the potential of breaking up and impoverishing her family by imprisoning a breadwinner; intense pressure by family members to drop the charges; and, in some cases, increased sexual advances by other members of the family.79 Child victims may also rightfully fear their treatment within the court system itself, as courts have held children in contempt and imprisoned them for their refusal to testify against the accused family member.80

72. Former Philadelphia Daily News sports columnist Bill Conlin was accused of molesting four children through the 1970’s, but the New Jersey criminal statute of limitations stopped these allegations at the court doors. Jessica Grose, Why Are There Statutes of Limitations in Child Rape Cases?, Slate (Dec. 21, 2011, 11:56 AM), http://www.slate.com/blogs/sx_factor/2011/12/21/bill_conlin_alleged_sexual_assault_the_tat


75. Id.


77. Forward & Buck, supra note 25, at 145.

78. Id.

79. Id. at 27.

Child predators typically spend the entirety of their lives preying on children. Offenders who seek out children to victimize may have hundreds of victims over the course of their lifetime. But only an average of 3% of these crimes will be detected and reported. Despite estimates that 90% of sex crimes go unreported and only 22% of child victims will disclose to an adult or authority, the Bureau of Justice has found that one in five child molesters will return to prison within just three years of release for the same crime. Other studies have placed recidivism rates as high as 40%.

The law as it stands in sixteen states protects predators instead of victims. Victims of child sexual abuse simply cannot conform to a timeline of reporting. They are busy suffering, recovering, and recapturing their lives. Society does not need harsher punishments for identified sex offenders. Instead, society needs the identities of predators hiding in broad daylight to be revealed. As Part II explores, this can only be accomplished by leaving the court doors open and giving survivors sufficient time to come forward with their claims.


82. Jill S. Levenson, Policy Interventions Designed to Combat Sexual Violence: Community Notification and Civil Commitment, in IDENTIFYING AND TREATING SEX OFFENDERS: CURRENT APPROACHES, RESEARCH, AND TECHNIQUES 35 (Robert Geffner ed., 2003). Survey found that the average number of victims for pedophiles who molested girls was twenty; for pedophiles who preferred boys, the average number of victims was over 100.


87. Hamilton, supra note 26, at 28. “Here is the conundrum: you can harshly punish every known predator right up to the edges of the Eighth Amendment’s rule against cruel and unusual punishment, but if you are punishing only a handful of the existing predators, children are still in serious peril.”
II. TOLLING PROVISIONS AND CIVIL REMEDIES: NOT ENOUGH.

Tolling provisions and civil remedies are not enough to combat the epidemic of child sexual abuse because they do not effectively identify and punish sexual predators.

A. Tolling Provisions: One Step Closer to Abolishment

Tolling provisions, depending on each state, start the clock for a criminal statute of limitations when the victim turns eighteen (or in some jurisdictions, when the victim "discovers" the link between the abuse and their emotional injuries), thus buying time for victims to report.88 For example, a two-year statute of limitations on sexual abuse that would otherwise require a seven-year old victim to report by age nine would effectively allow a victim to report until age twenty.89

But, "[f]ew people turn eighteen and suddenly come to terms with a traumatic event."90 On the contrary, a victim often needs much more time than the first few years of their adulthood to process what has happened to them, and some may repress these memories until decades later into their adulthood.91 Former linebacker for the Philadelphia Eagles and the Chicago Bears, Al Chesley took thirty-five years to disclose the five years of sexual abuse he suffered as a teenager.92 He described the abuse as "murder[ing] [him] over a lifetime."93 But Pennsylvania’s tolling provision effectively closes the door to victims that do not report before they turn fifty years old.94

89. That is exactly what was expected of Hawaii child-victims prior to the state’s reform on statutes of limitations, where child sex abuse perpetrators were shielded by the same two-year statute of limitations as damage to property. Thanks to aggressive statute-of-limitations reform in Hawaii, there is no limitation to prosecutions brought against continuous sexual assault of a minor or abuse of the first and second degrees. See HAW. REV. STAT. ANN. § 701-108(1) (West 2014).
91. Id.
94. 42 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 5552(c)(3) (West 2016).
The state in which a child is born should not dictate whether they receive justice. States that have criminal statutes of limitations without tolling provisions altogether desperately need reform. Minnesota, for example, has no tolling provision, shockingly requiring victims to report within nine years of the offense. In other words, a five-year-old who is raped by her father in Minnesota would be expected to report that crime to law enforcement by the time she turned fourteen (unless that five-year-old obtained and retained DNA evidence from the misconduct). Tolling provisions represent progress from the archaic idea that a child must report while still a child. But many victims are still left out.

Massachusetts’ progression through extending and ultimately abolishing its criminal statute of limitations provides a helpful example as to why extending statutes of limitations through tolling provisions simply is not enough. In 1996, Massachusetts extended the criminal statute of limitations for sex crimes against children until a survivor turns thirty-one years old. Kathy Picard accused her abuser when she turned thirty-two years old—that accusation came too late. In 2006, Massachusetts extended the statute of limitations again, giving adult survivors until they are forty-three to report. Rosanne Sliney, allegedly abused by a family member from the age of five until fourteen, needed until age forty-eight to report her abuser. Rosanne came to the court doors with written letters from her abuser, admitting to the abuse. But there was nothing she could do because the statute of limitations had passed. Heather Conner, former professional tennis player, was fourteen when her coach first raped her. But she needed until age fifty to publicly accuse him. Even though

99. Cullen, supra note 97.
100. Id.
101. Note that Stogner v. California established that updating and amending statutes of limitations laws cannot apply retroactively as this violates the Ex Post Facto Clause. 539 U.S. 607 (2003). Accordingly, the victim’s abusers would have been shielded by the statute of limitation in place at the time the sexual abuse occurred. These examples, however, demonstrate how an arbitrary cut-off date needlessly excludes victims.
103. Id.
substantial evidence indicated Hewitt was guilty, Conner and the six other women who identified themselves as his victims had no criminal remedy.\textsuperscript{105}

In 2012, Massachusetts finally abolished the criminal statute of limitations altogether, correcting this problem for future generations with one caveat: victims that report after the age of forty-three must bring forth independent evidence that corroborates the victim’s allegation.\textsuperscript{106} Sexual abuse will not end in Massachusetts, but Massachusetts will no longer arbitrarily reject victims who suffer lengthily in silence.

Tolling provisions still reward abusers by closing the court doors to victims who are not able to recover in time. As a result, these statutes of limitations shield predators who traumatize, intimidate, and scare victims out of reporting—the very predators that society desperately needs to identify and apprehend. Tolling provisions that start the clock when a victim turns eighteen do not shift the burden off the victim’s shoulders. Tolling provisions are not enough.

\textbf{B. The Civil Suit: A Potential Remedy for Victims but Not Society}

While civil remedies are important and necessary, they still leave offenders free to reoffend and thus cannot substitute the criminal justice system. While lawsuits may cast a spotlight on predators, potentially alerting society that children under this person’s care are at risk, lawsuits cannot take sex offenders off the streets and away from our children. While lawsuits provide a forum for justice where a victim may obtain financial remedy for their physical and emotional injuries, lawsuits fail to solve the most important problem facing society: prevention.

Survivors of child sexual abuse are entitled to be heard in the civil forum.\textsuperscript{107} Sex crimes against children are expensive. Long after the traumatic event has ended, a victim bears physical and mental costs that have dollar signs. Heather Conner, for example, required psychiat-

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{105} Id.

\textsuperscript{106} MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 277 § 63 (West 2012)

\textsuperscript{107} Survivors of child sexual abuse have struggled to extend and abolish the civil statute of limitations as well. Only a handful of states have abolished the civil statute of limitations for adult survivors of child sexual abuse. See Marci A. Hamilton, \textit{Summary of Statutes of Limitations Reform Across the United States}, \textit{BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO SCHOOL OF LAW} (June 22, 2015), http://sol-reform.com/snapshot.pdf.
\end{footnotesize}
ric care, hospitalizations, and continuing treatment for her "significant psychiatric disability" that totaled over $200,000 in medical bills. Her lawsuit against her abuser provided a potential remedy for the financial costs of the emotional and physical damage that her abuser inflicted on her. Lawsuits provide important compensation for victims’ medical bills, and, where applicable, force the institutions responsible for victim protection to pay for the victims’ rehabilitation.

A 1993 study estimated that sexual violence against children between the ages of zero and fourteen imposes a $56 billion cost to victims in the United States every year. In 1993, insurance companies expended $6 million in health care to child sex abuse victims, and the average child sexual abuse victim expended at least $5,800 in mental health care services alone. Recent studies suggest that child sexual abuse is responsible for annual mental health costs of at least $20 billion. Adult victims of child sex abuse often resort to long-term coping methods including high-risk behaviors, suicide attempts, depression, PTSD, and other psychological problems requiring treatment. Many survivors experience reduced income into adulthood, estimated at $241,600 in their lifetime.

Civil suits also serve an important function in society by holding accountable the institutions that are entrusted with our children. Civil remedies force churches and schools to put their money where their mouths are when they turn a blind eye to crimes committed by staff. The civil penalty ensures that these institutions will be held accounta-

108. Hohler, supra note 104.
109. Id. Although Conner won a $1.2 million judgment, her lawyer is skeptical she will actually receive this money as Hewitt defaulted before the court and has been found guilty of rape and indecent assault of minors in South Africa.
111. Id. at 21.
112. Id. at 9.
ble should they foster or be willfully neglectful of child sex abuse. ¹¹⁷ This deters institutions from ignoring abuse, thus reducing instances of sexual abuse against children and increasing the likelihood that abusers themselves will be held accountable.

But the civil suit is not a given. Indeed, it is even less likely to be an option for adult survivors of child sexual abuse than the criminal forum. Less than ten states have abolished their civil statutes of limitations for sex crimes against children.¹¹⁸ If an adult victim of child sexual abuse is lucky enough to live in a jurisdiction that has abolished the civil statute of limitations, the victim still faces an uphill battle in succeeding against their abuser. Sexual abuse plaintiffs face the same evidentiary battles alongside some of the same misunderstandings and prejudices about their delay in reporting that they face from police officers, prosecutors, and a jury.¹¹⁹ Even if a survivor is successful in suit, her abuser may lack the means to compensate her.¹²⁰

In 2012, twelve former attendees of Poly Prep Country Day School in New York sued the school, claiming their football coach sexually abused them.¹²¹ They alleged that the abuse took place over twenty years and "ranged in frequency from two incidents . . . to hundreds" depending on the plaintiff.¹²² Their claims against the coach were all barred by the three-year statute of limitations, which required them to file suit by age twenty-one.¹²³ Indeed, under New York law, sexual abuse victims are charged "with the responsibility for investigation, within the [three year] limitations period, of all potential claims and all potential defendants."¹²⁴ A plaintiff has no cause of action after he or she turns twenty-one even if he or she was unaware that he or she had a cause of action at the time of the injury.¹²⁵

¹¹⁸ See Hamilton, supra note 107.
¹¹⁹ See infra at IV for a discussion of "iconic victims."
¹²⁰ Or simply evade the forum altogether. See Kohler, supra note 104.
¹²¹ Zimmerman, 888 F.Supp.2d at 317; see also, Jenny Anderson, School Abuse Case May Proceed, Judge Says, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 28, 2012.
¹²² Zimmerman, 888 F.Supp.2d at 323.
¹²³ Id. at 333.
In another recent New York case, the court held that two alleged victims of sexual abuse had no claim against Catholic priests when they brought suit after the age of twenty-one because "each plaintiff was aware of the sexual abuse he or she suffered at the hands of defendant priests. Certainly they had sufficient knowledge to bring an intentional tort cause of action . . . ." 126 The court went further to say, "[a] wrongdoer is not legally obliged . . . .to alert people who may have claims against it, to get the benefit of a statute of limitations." 127

The civil statutes of limitations for sex crimes against children are equally in need of reform. Victims are often denied access to both forums. Accordingly, the civil suit is not an adequate substitute for criminal justice.

III. THE SOLUTION: ABOLISH THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.

"When I was 13 years old and I was standing in the shower getting raped . . . do you think I knew what a statute of limitations was?" 128 Abolishing the statute of limitations is the only way to improve identification of sex offenders and thereby reduce instances of child sexual assault. Statutes of limitations permit repeat offenders to capitalize on how long it takes their victims to recover, shielding predators' identities from society and permitting them to reoffend. "[C]hildren will never be fully protected so long as the identities of predators are secret from the public." 129

A. Statutes of Limitations Unreasonably Frustrate the Identification and Prosecution of Predators

Statutes of limitations on sex crimes against children are "a dam holding back the identities of predators from the public." 130 The majority of sexually based crimes are committed by someone who is not on a

127. Id at 930.
130. Hamilton, supra note 26, at 28.
sex-offender registry. Statutes of limitations are determined by the “legislative goals and purposes” underlying the law. Where application of the statute of limitations does not “actually further any of the [interests] it is meant to protect,” the strong state interest in prosecution outweighs the benefit of a time-bar. The sexual abuse of a child is uniquely unfit for a legal time limitation on reporting crimes. The statute of limitations as applied to sex crimes against children undermines successful prosecution of predators at every turn:

The very nature of the crime is predicated on secrecy and shame and manipulation. It often takes years, decades even, for victims to grasp what has happened: that an adult, often a trusted authority figure or a family member, did horribly wrong by them… Shutting the door on accusers only serves to arm the molesters with still another advantage in what is already an unfair fight.

Recent administrations have focused on increasing penalties and expanding registry laws for offenders, but sex-offender registries are of little help if they are incomplete and vastly unrepresentative of some of society’s most reprehensible repeat-offenders. Marci Hamilton aptly explained this conundrum: “[y]ou can harshly punish every known predator right up to the edges of the Eight Amendment’s rule against cruel and unusual punishment, but if you are only punishing a handful of the existing predators, children are still in serious peril.” Abolishing the criminal statute of limitations will enhance these otherwise crippled legislative strategies.

Statutes of limitations are appropriate where a wrongdoer deserves the closure of knowing he will not be prosecuted for a crime that took place half a lifetime ago. In these cases, statutes of limita-

---

134. Werheim, supra note 20.
135. For example, on July 27, 2007, President George W. Bush signed the Adam Walsh Protection Act (AWA), a federal law mandating state registration requirements. The law streamlines the tracking of sex offenders and notification requirements at the federal level. Pub. L. No. 109–246, 120 Stat. 587.
tions foster a more stable society. Child sex abuse is not one of those instances; abusing a child is not like stealing a laptop.139 Society’s desire for retribution of child sex offenders does not lessen or expire over time; on the contrary, a forward-looking society must seek out and hold accountable those responsible for these crimes who stay hidden and buried in victims’ pasts. Our failure to do so ensures these crimes will happen again.140 Sex offenders pose a continuing threat to society, a threat that does not end when the arbitrary statute of limitations terminates a victim’s claim.141

The court in Mary D. v. John D. understood this injustice when it allowed a twenty-four-year-old’s case to proceed despite the statute of limitations period passing; the court found it unreasonable to expect the plaintiff to have reported the crimes committed by her father when she was a child any sooner.142 The court noted the importance of a defendant’s right to be free from stale claims, “which are difficult to defend and sometimes rest entirely on subjective evidence.”143 However, the plaintiff’s “right to seek redress for an outrageous violation against her” outweighed concerns of stale evidence given that her failure to report was a direct result of the defendant’s abusive actions.144

The court in Johnson v. Johnson similarly understood that the victim’s delay was psychological: she had to “block out the experience in order to maintain her sanity.”145 The court rearticulated that the purpose of allowing adult survivors of childhood sexual abuse to bring forward claims is:

---

139. “Perpetrators and their enablers do not deserve predictability and stability in their lives.” Hamilton, supra note 26, at 110.

140. Given the limitations in the recidivism data, it is difficult to make definitive conclusions about the rate at which sex offenders repeat their crimes. The definition or interpretation of recidivism varies in many studies, with some using arrest or conviction data for any crime, such as a parole violation, and others using arrest or conviction data for a sexually based crime. That most sexual crimes go unreported is another significant limitation of the recidivism data. For example, in the United States in 2007, an estimated 42% of rapes or sexual assaults were never brought to the attention of authorities. Unfortunately, the number of unreported crimes committed by registered sex offenders relative to the number among individuals without a record of sexual offenses is unknown. Bonnar-Kidd, supra note 131.


143. Id at 638.

144. Id.

Not to provide a guaranteed remedy to such plaintiffs [but] to provide an opportunity for an adult who claims to have been sexually abused as a child to prove not only that she was abused and that the defendant was her abuser, but that her suffering was such that she did not and could not reasonably have discovered all the elements of her cause of action at an earlier time.  

Critics of abolishing the statute of limitations rightfully point out that all statutes of limitation are inherently arbitrary; indeed, they are intended to frustrate prosecution of crimes. But the reality is that states have developed a tapestry of exceptions, outlawing the criminal statute of limitations for a litany of crimes besides murder. In Washington, a state that has not abolished its criminal statute of limitations for sex crimes against children and only gives victims until age thirty, there is no time limit for prosecution of homicide by abuse, arson that results in death, vehicular homicide, and other vehicle-related crimes resulting in death; crimes a human can commit unintentionally. Surely if the state has such an interest in crimes that result in the accidental harm of another human being, an equally strong interest exists in protecting our children.

In Minnesota, where child victims are only given nine years to report after the abuse ends, there is no criminal statute of limitations whatsoever for labor trafficking of any kind. The arbitrary nature of statutes of limitation is no longer an excuse for legislators to sit on their hands. The majority of states have already eliminated their criminal statute of limitations for sex crimes against children, and even those that have not followed this action have carved out exceptions for several other crimes. These states must now apply their exceptions even-handedly to include victims of the epidemic of child sexual abuse.

Theories of punishment also support abolishing the statute of limitations for sex crimes against children. Utilitarian and restorative jus-

146. Id. (quoting Tyson v. Tyson, 727 P.2d 226, 237 [Wash. 1986]).
151. It appears that state legislators are more likely sitting on their hands in order to protect their wallets. See Malone, supra note 128. "Hefty settlement costs have forced dioceses to close parishes and sell off properties. The Archdiocese of St. Paul and Minneapolis in Minnesota in January became the 12th U.S. diocese to file for bankruptcy . . . . states [that] have sizeable delegations of Catholic lawmakers who are responsive to the Church's view that extending statutes would hurt its social mission, from closures of parishes to cutbacks of church-run schools and other programs"; see also Marci A. Hamilton, The California Catholic Bishops Fight Access to Justice for Child Sex Abuse Victims, Verdict (Aug. 8, 2013), https://verdict.justia.com/2013/08/08/the-california-catholic-bishops-fight-access-to-justice-for-child-sex-abuse-victims.
tice theories support abolishing the statute of limitations as advancing the goals of society. From a utilitarian perspective, permitting adult survivors of child sex abuse to bring claims at any time would advance the goals of deterrence both specifically and generally. The seventy-year-old offender whose abuse is brought to light and punished may refrain from recommitting the conduct, and this punishment may deter other similarly situated pedophiles. The mere label of “criminal” and “pedophile” can deter the behavior of an offender lest he remain a social outcast.\footnote{152}

Indeed, the founder of the deterrence theory, Jeremy Bentham, stated “unpunished crime leaves the path of crime open, not only to the same delinquent but also to all those who may have the same motives and opportunities for entering upon it.”\footnote{153} The punishment of the previously unidentified offender becomes a source of security for all, as society can feel safer as a whole and renew faith in the criminal justice system.

The restorative justice theory perhaps most strongly supports abolishing the statute of limitations, with the central goal of bringing the community together by recognizing the harm done to society and the individual victim.\footnote{154} Restorative justice acknowledges that a crime is more than “State versus offender”, but necessarily involves the interests of the victims, families, and community members.\footnote{155} Allowing victims to bring these claims, regardless of their success, empowers victims by giving them a platform to express to the offender and to the community-at-large the gravity and impact of the sexual violence they suffered as a child. This victim-centered remedial process improves the victim’s road to restoration.

Statutes of limitations on sex crimes against children unreasonably frustrate the legislative goals of outlawing the crime to begin with. We cannot expect to adequately address the problem of child sex abuse in this country while simultaneously expecting victims to do what is psychologically unreasonable. Abolishing the statute of limitations gives victims a chance to identify the sex offenders that are hiding in broad daylight.

\footnote{152} Anthony Amaturo, Criminology and Political Theory 80 (1st ed. 2009).
\footnote{155} John Braithwaite, A Future Where Punishment Is Marginalized: Realistic or Utopian?, 46 UCLAL REV. 1727, 1743 (1999).
B. States Must Abolish Their Criminal Statutes of Limitations for Sex Crimes Against Children.

Since the inception of statutes of limitations, state legislators have carved out exceptions as society calls for them.156 Thirty-four states have generally and meaningfully abolished their criminal statute of limitations for all or most sex crimes against children.157 Maine, for example, has abolished both its criminal and civil statutes of limitations for sexual acts against minors.158 Kentucky abolished the statute of limitations for any felony, including the most heinous sex crimes against children.159 Illinois abolished its criminal statute of limitations for sex crimes against children as recently as 2013.160

But sixteen states have yet to meaningfully abolish the statute of limitations;161 California,162 Connecticut,163 Indiana,164 Iowa,165 Kansas,166 Louisiana,167 Minnesota,168 Montana,169 New Hampshire,170 New York,171 Ohio,172 Oklahoma,173 Oregon,174 Pennsylvania,175 Tennessee

156. Powell, supra note 133; Society has called for change in this area of law for decades. See, e.g., Jodi Leibowitz, Criminal Statutes of Limitations: An Obstacle to the Prosecution and Punishment of Child Sexual Abuse, 25 CARDOZO L. REV. 907, 927 (2003).

157. For example, Minnesota has no criminal statute of limitations for sex crimes against children if the victim has DNA evidence linking their abuse to their abuser. Without DNA evidence, the statute of limitations starts tolling immediately after the abuse occurs and ends after nine years. Given the unlikelihood child sex victims will obtain and store DNA evidence, this “abolishment” is not meaningful. MINN. STAT. ANN. § 628.26(e)-(f) (West 2016).

158. ME. REV. STAT. ANN. 14 § 752-C (2015).

159. KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 500.050(1) (West 2008).


161. Either meaningfully or at all.

162. CAL. PENAL CODE § 801.1(a)(1) (West 2016) (victim has until age forty to report).

163. CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN § 54–193a. (West 2016) (victim has until age forty-eight to report).

164. INDEL CODE ANN. § 35-41-4-2(e) (West 2016) (victim has until age thirty-one to report).

165. IOWA CODE ANN. § 802.2 (West 2015) (victim has until age thirty-one to report).

166. KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 21-5107(c), 22-3717 (d)(1)(D) (2016) (victim has until age twenty-eight to report).

167. LA. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 571.1 (2016) (victim has until age forty-eight to report).

168. MINN. STAT. ANN. § 628.26(e)-(f) (West 2016) (victim has nine years after the abuse occurred).

169. MONT. CODE ANN. § 45-1-205(1) (West 2015) (victim has until age twenty-eight to report felony sex crimes, age twenty-three to report misdemeanors).


171. N.Y. CRIM. PROC. LAW § 30.10(2)(a)(3)(e)-(f) (McKinney 2016) (victim has until age twenty-three report unless abuse meets certain specifications: occurred over a period of time not
see, and Washington. Some of these states, like Pennsylvania, are currently making strides to remove the criminal statute of limitations altogether. Others, like Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, and New York, lag far behind in improving access to justice for child abuse victims. Victims of assault in New York have until age twenty-three to report. Victims in Montana have until age twenty-eight if the sexual abuse is a felony, otherwise they must report by age twenty-three. Victims in Iowa and Kansas have until age twenty-eight to report. Minnesota victims may not even be given until the age of eighteen if they do not have DNA evidence.

Problems with these exceedingly short time-bars are evident in the press. In 2014, nearly a dozen women in their fifties, having accused their former middle school teacher of sexually abusing them in their youth, were barred by both New York’s criminal and civil statutes of limitations. Chillingly, in a series of phone interviews with the Wall Street Journal, the teacher acknowledged that he sexually abused multiple children throughout his career, stating, “in this one area I seem to have gone completely amoral or immoral.” Another group of less than three months, two or more acts of sexual conduct including intercourse, child is less than eleven years old).

172. O. REV. CODE ANN. § 2901.13(3)(a) (West 2015) (victim has twenty years after the abuse occurred).

173. O. LA. STAT. ANN. tit. 22. § 152(C) (West 2016) (victim has twelve years after the crime is discovered).

174. O. REV. STAT. ANN. § 131.125(2)–(4) (West 2016) (victim has until age twenty-two or thirty, depending on severity of crime).

175. 42 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 5552(c)(3) (West 2016) (victim has until age fifty to report); see also Crawford supra note 15.

176. TENN. CODE ANN. § 40-2-101 (West 2016) (victim has until age thirty-three or forty-three to report depending on the crime).

177. WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 9A.04.080(1)(c) (West 2016) (victim has until age thirty to report).


180. N.Y. CRIM. PROC. LAW § 30.10(3)(e)–(f) (McKinney 2016).

181. MONT. CODE ANN. § 45-1-205(1) (West 2015).

182. IOWA CODE ANN. § 802.2 (West 2015); KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 21-5-107(c), 22-3717(d)(1)(D) (West 2016).
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women in their fifties realized they were all victimized by the same
teacher when they were children.¹⁸⁶ But these women lived in Virginia,
a state with no statute of limitations on felony charges.¹⁸⁷ Their testi-
mony assisted in sentencing their former teacher to forty-three years
for sexually abusing children under the age of fourteen.¹⁸⁸ New York is
currently considering a law that will extend the criminal statute of
limitations by five years, still only giving victims until they turn twen-
ty-eight years old to report.¹⁸⁹

Iowa and Kansas’ limitations have also kept victims from justice.
Natalie Long, a victim who missed the statute of limitations in Iowa
stated, “[i]t is unfathomable to me they (perpetrators) sweat it out for
10 years and then never have to worry again. Then there’s me. No day
comes that I get to say, ‘Whew! I’m done with that!’”¹⁹⁰ Her attorney,
Arthur Weinstein, added, “[i]f you’re raped as a child in Iowa, but you
haven’t come to terms with it by the age of 28, that guy goes free forev-
er.”¹⁹¹ Kansas is closer to progress. Representative Brandon Ellington
introduced a bill the first week of 2016 that would eliminate both the
civil and criminal statutes of limitations in Kansas for sexual offenses
committed against children.¹⁹² In support of the bill, Ellington stated,
 “[b]y removing the statute of limitations, we’re not guaranteeing con-
viction. The only thing we’re doing is allowing people to go back and
prosecute or face their abuser.”¹⁹³ Kansas is one of about twenty other
states that have eliminated their statute of limitations for rape cas-
esthat have eliminated their statute of limitations for rape cas-
es;¹⁹⁴ there is hope the same broad support will make changes for
adult survivors of child sexual abuse.

¹⁸⁶. Hollander, supra note 179.
¹⁸⁷. Id.
¹⁸⁸. Id.
¹⁹⁰. Barb Ickes, Victim: Statute of Limitations Too Short in Iowa and Illinois, QUAD-CITY TIMES,
and-illinois/article_17241fe7-147d-5080-9f77-c52b422c7a82.html.
¹⁹¹. Id.; the statute of limitations has since been extended by three years. IOWA CODE ANN
§ 802.2 (West 2015) (victim has until age twenty-eight to report).
¹⁹³. Mike Lear, Proposal Would Lift Statute of Limitations on Child Sexual Abuse, MISSOURINET
(Feb. 19, 2013) http://www.missourinet.com/2013/02/19/proposal-would-lift-statute-of-
limitations-on-child-sexual-abuse/.
¹⁹⁴. Brent D. Wistrom, Kansas Governor Signs Bill Eliminating Statute of Limitations on Rape
government/article1125158.html.
Minnesota may also see progress in its criminal statute of limitations. It recently joined the handful of states that have abolished their civil statute of limitations for sex crimes against children. A now fifty-three year-old man, who described himself as "suffering in the shadows," is suing his former church and priests. Victims like Barbara Dorris and Jim Keenan were barred by civil and criminal statutes of limitations when they attempted to report the same abuse. While Minnesota's criminal statute of limitations still remains exceedingly predator-friendly, a successful influx of lawsuits may illuminate the need for abolishing it in time. Discovery often reveals the hidden horrors going on in institutions entrusted with our children. For example, the civil suit against the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston resulted in "the largest release of diocesan documents ever achieved," revealing an intricate web of sexual abuse with hundreds of victims. The process revealed information that led to the charging and conviction of a priest for the rape of a child twenty years prior.

But even states like Pennsylvania that give victims until age fifty to report must change. John Delaney was thirty-four years old when he first reported the sexual abuse he suffered as an altar-boy at age eleven. At the time the statute of limitations in Pennsylvania was set at age thirty, barring prosecution of Delaney's abuser. A three-year investigation into the Philadelphia Archdiocese revealed that the church was aware of his abuser's sexual assault of at least sixteen other boys. The investigation concluded that the church actively shielded a total of sixty-three priests who had molested hundreds of children over three decades by burying reports and covering up conduct until the statute of limitations had lapsed. An adult survivor of child sexual
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abuse who is not ready to publicly accuse until the age of fifty carries
the same valuable information to society: someone entrusted with our
children is harming them. Arbitrarily barring prosecution enables sex-
ual predators and shields them from accountability.

Even states that have generally abolished their statute of limita-
tions for sex crimes can improve. For example, states like Hawaii un-
justly distinguish between the forms of sexual abuse and the child’s age
in deciding whether the victim has unlimited time to report. Indeed, a
child victim of incest in Hawaii only has three years to report after the
abuse occurred.\textsuperscript{203} The identity of the abuser should not impact a vic-
tim’s access to justice.

States that have abolished their criminal statutes of limitations
have given victims a voice and identified otherwise hidden sexual
predators.\textsuperscript{204} As recently as October of 2015, a seventy-three-year-old
man was arrested on sexual assault charges of three young girls in
Maine, two of whom were the grandchildren of his significant other.\textsuperscript{205} According to the affidavit, the grandchildren were assaulted over a
seven-year timespan that only terminated when they moved out of the
home they were sharing with their grandmother and their abuser.\textsuperscript{206}
The young girls stated that their abuser threatened to hurt them if they
told anyone.\textsuperscript{207} Because Maine has abolished its criminal statute of
limitations, prosecution did not rest on the age of the victims.

Critics of abolishing statutes of limitations correctly point out that
some victims are negatively impacted psychologically by participating
in the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{208} True, some victims justifiably fear
reliving the trauma of their abuse by publicly disclosing what hap-
pened to them.\textsuperscript{209} Certainly, some victims will choose not to participate
in the criminal justice system whatsoever. But they deserve the choice.
Our failure to conduct criminal justice in a manner that encourages

sexual assault of minors under the age of fourteen).

\textsuperscript{204} See, e.g., Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. 14 § 752-C (“Actions based upon sexual acts towards minors
may be commenced at any time”).

\textsuperscript{205} Rachel Ohm, North Anson Man Accused of Assaulting Three Girls, CENTRALMAINE.COM (Oct.
19 2015), http://www.centralmaine.com/2015/10/19/north-anson-man-accused-of-assaulting-
three-girls/.

\textsuperscript{206} Id.

\textsuperscript{207} Id.

\textsuperscript{208} DiFonzo, supra note 138, at 1271–74.

\textsuperscript{209} See Francie Latour, Revisited Rapes, Reawakened Trauma: DNA Testing Worries Victims’
also Martin Symonds, “The ‘Second Injury’ to Victims,” Evaluation and Change 36 (Special Issue,
1980).
victims to participate is not an excuse to exclude them from the forum. Many victims find that, despite the emotional distress of publicly disclosing their traumatic experiences, the criminal prosecution process is vindicating and healing. Studies show that disclosure is generally an effective component of many therapeutic treatments to the long-term symptoms associated with child sexual abuse. In a recent civil suit brought against Catholic priests in Chicago, one victim, now sixty-one years old, stated, “[I]f I give that power [to come forward] to another person, I think I’ve done a good thing.” When former priest Paul R. Shanley was sentenced to twelve years in prison, an alleged victim stated: “How I feel today? The spell is broken. For the first time in more than 35 years, I can sleep through the night.”

IV. THE COUNTER-ARGUMENT: ABOLISHING THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS WILL NOT COMPROMISE DEFENDANTS’ RIGHTS.

Statutes of limitation generally play an important and beneficial role in society. They encourage states to prosecute crimes while they are fresh, reduce court dockets, and ensure that the accused will have access to witnesses and evidence in proving their innocence. Proponents of keeping the statute of limitations for sex crimes against children raise concerns that abolishing the statute will unjustly disadvantage criminal defendants. But concerns of fading memories and missing evidence must be balanced with justice for victims, and society’s benefit of identifying and apprehending sex offenders. Furthermore, there are many procedural safeguards that protect defendants from facing uncorroborated, stale evidence that is impossible to defend. On the contrary, it is the adult victim of child sex abuse that faces an uphill battle from the moment she decides to report.

First and foremost, permitting an adult victim to report guarantees neither that a charge will be filed, nor that the accused will be re-

210. Hamilton, supra note 26, at 16 (explaining that both civil and criminal remedies “validate the survivor and get the truth to the public.”).


213. Bello, supra note 199.

214. Grose, supra note 72.

quired to defend himself. At a threshold level, police officers and prosecutors have the discretion not to pursue cases if they perceive the evidence to be sparse or unbelievable. Of the small percentage of sex crimes against children that are reported, only a very small number will actually be prosecuted. On average, 86% of reported sexual assaults to police officers and detectives are never even referred to prosecutors.

Where law enforcement has chosen not to refer a claim of alleged child sexual abuse, 81% cited an insufficiency of evidence as their reason. Indeed, both victims and law enforcement agree that almost 70% of the times a victim reports to the police, law enforcement tells the victims to drop their complaint.

This is in part due to the “iconic-victim” stereotype that both law enforcement and society-at-large hold of what a real victim looks, acts, and sounds like. “Iconic” sexual assault victims, for example, were not under the influence of drugs or alcohol at the time of the assault, dressed modestly, did not know their abuser, physically struggled to escape their abuser, and reported quickly and accurately after the assault occurred. This subconscious prejudice causes law enforcement to disbelieve victims that do not fit the mold. For example, law enforcement tends to distrust and disbelieve sexual assault victims that are unable to clearly articulate precisely what happened to them.

Even though victims of sexual abuse trauma do in fact accurately perceive and store the details and memories of their assault, the storage process that takes place during the actual abuse may be disorganized and fragmented. The mere stress of recounting a traumatic event to a stranger may impact the victim’s behavior in communicating with the police, notwithstanding the fact that many police officers question the victim in a manner that makes the victim feel disbe-


217. Wendy A. Walsh et al., Prosecuting Child Sexual Abuse: The Importance of Evidence Type, 20 CRIME & DELINQUENCY 12 (July 8, 2008).

218. See Campbell, supra note 55.

219. Campbell, supra note 55.

220. For example, in sex trafficking the iconic victim is a rescued female that cooperates fully with law enforcement investigations from the first instance and is assessed to be a good witness for the prosecution. Jayashri Srikantiah, Perfect Victims And Real Survivors: The Iconic Victim In Domestic Human Trafficking Law, 87 B.U. L. Rev. 157, 167 (2007).
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lieved.223 As a result, when victims attempt to access and explain these memories to law enforcement, their stories often come out in "pieces and parts," instead of fluid, easy-to-follow testimony.224 Law enforcement may perceive this fragmented testimony as sketchy and unbelievable, interpreting the victim’s choppiness as evasiveness and untruthfulness.225 In more cases than not, law enforcement disbelieves the non-iconic victim and refuses to refer the case to a prosecutor.226 Thus, from the moment an adult survivor of child sex abuse dials 911, there is already a substantial likelihood that the allegation will not make it to the courthouse.

Should the case proceed, the victim faces another procedural hurdle through another stranger she must convince: the prosecutor. Prosecutors play a major role in screening out claims that would likely be difficult for a defendant to defend against for their lack of evidence. Studies show that, like police officers, prosecutors, juries, and society-at-large are also prejudiced against non-iconic victims.227 These biases cause prosecutors to selectively prosecute cases based heavily on their perception of the victim’s credibility to a jury.228 For example, a prosecutor is significantly less likely to file a charge where a victim took a long time to report the crime or is unable to identify specific details of the offense.229 In addition, prosecutors are aware that many contemporary jurors expect to be presented with scientific evidence that establishes guilt.230 Prosecutors are significantly less likely to bring cases where such evidence is absent.231 Prosecutors are also more likely to reject charges in cases where the victim and the suspect know each other—the norm in child sex abuse cases.232 Prosecutors, then, veto victims’ access to the criminal justice system if their claims appear unwinnable due to stale or uncorroborated evidence. Prosecutors’ own

224. Campbell, supra note 55, at 8.
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231. Id. at 21.
232. Spears, supra note 227, at 284.
self-interests to maintain a high conviction rate safeguards defendants from allegations that are impossible to defend.

But concerns for defendants’ rights are more grounded if a charge is filed. One study found that 80% of defendants charged with the rape of an adult or a child were convicted once charged, mostly through plea agreement. In theory, the state’s burden of proving guilt beyond a reasonable doubt should outweigh any evidentiary concerns. But assuming that, like 80% of criminal defendants, the accused will not be able to afford a private attorney, he is already greatly disadvantaged in his ability to mount a defense. Indeed, in 2007 state prosecutors nationwide spent nearly $3.5 billion more than public defenders in their efforts to obtain evidence and try cases. Prosecutors have much greater resources than their public defender counterparts, including easier access to evidence through partnerships with local police departments. This is because for every tax dollar that goes towards public defense, fourteen dollars go towards corrections. Even more troubling public defenders are so overwhelmed with cases and so under-resourced that the average public defender would require an extra six months of time in order to adequately defend their annual caseload. In Atlanta, Detroit, and New Orleans, public defenders have less than an hour to spend on any single case.

Beyond these resource concerns, jury members themselves are not insulated from prejudice and may approach a criminal case with preconceived notions of guilt. These jurors expect a defendant to produce positive evidence that proves his innocence or identifies the “real culprit,” rather than merely pointing to the prosecution’s lack of evidence. But most instances of child sexual abuse have no third-party witnesses and only time-sensitive physical evidence, if any, making it difficult for a defendant to put forth positive evidence of inno-
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It is no secret that wrongful convictions occur in our criminal justice system. The National Registry of Exonerations recently noted that the majority of deliberately fabricated crimes are child sexual assault cases, although these are claims brought when the victim remains a child. These cases are often criticized for their lack of physical evidence to corroborate the victim’s claims.

Despite this, procedural safeguards protect defendants’ rights, even at trial. Victims are subject to vigorous cross-examination in an effort to discredit their testimony. Studies show that jurors require scientific evidence to find guilt and are less willing to rely on the prosecution’s factual witnesses in rape cases. Conviction rates for incest are also sobering: out of the two percent of childhood incest cases that are actually reported to the police, less than one percent of incest cases result in a conviction. Indeed, the amount and strength of evidence against a defendant in a child sexual abuse case directly correlates to the likelihood of a conviction.

Finally, concerns regarding false memories and misidentifications, although not unfounded, are largely misplaced in the area of child sexual abuse. Although eyewitness misidentification is the leading cause of wrongful convictions, eyewitness misidentifications occur substantially less often where the victim knows or has a relationship with the aggressor, as is the case for most instances of child

242. Hershkowitz, supra note 63, at 112.
245. Forward & Buck, supra note 25, at 27.
248. Walsh, supra note 218, at 13, tbl. 3.
249. See Kathleen A. Bierserveld, False Memories and the Public Policy Debate: Toward a Heightened Standard of Care for Psychotherapy, WIS. L. REV. 169-70 (2002) (“False memory syndrome is an enigma whereby patients develop ‘memories’ in therapy that have no basis in reality.”).
sexual abuse. In addition, prospective studies of adults’ memories of documented child sexual abuse establish that individuals do in fact accurately record and remember their victimization:

Individuals who designated [child sexual abuse] as their [most traumatic experience] and individuals with more PTSD symptomatology were particularly accurate in their memory of the documented [child sexual abuse] case, which suggests an important influence of trauma symptoms and cognitive appraisals on long-term CSA memory. Evidence demonstrates that memory for emotional events often endures and that trauma-related information is generally retained well, especially among individuals with PTSD. Finally, victim-perpetrator relationship and delay [in reporting] were statistically unrelated to memory of [child sexual abuse].

According to the American Psychological Association, “there is a consensus among memory researchers and clinicians that most people who were sexually abused as children remember all or part of what happened to them although they may not fully understand or disclose it.” Concerns of false memories have merit; in the small percentage of cases where the victim repressed memories of the abuse and then recovered them through therapy, scientists agree that these recovered memories are not always accurate. But claims involving repression and memory recovery are the exception. The vast majority of criminal prosecutions involve victims who consistently remembered their abuse. Research indicates that in balancing the rights and protections of alleged victims and alleged predators, memory concerns do not justify preemptively closing the court doors.

Opponents of abolishing the statutes of limitation rely upon the well-known work of Elizabeth Loftus in arguing that victim memory is

251. The stress of a particularly traumatic event, the use and presence of a weapon, the wearing of a partial disguise, exposure to post-traumatic-event information, nighttime viewing, and cross-racial identification play a role in eyewitness misidentifications where the witness does know the defendant. But “If the suspect is someone previously known to the victim, then high accuracy is more probable.” People v. Lerma, 47 N.E.3d 985, 989 (Ill. 2016).


255. The American Psychiatric Association reported that loss of CSA memories is a rare event. See Deborah A. Connolly & J. Don Read, Remembering Historical Child Sexual Abuse, 47 CRIM. L.Q. 438, 438-39 (2002).
not reliable. Loftus conducted a study in which subjects watched a film
of a robbery involving a shooting, and were then shown a television
account of the event that contained erroneous details. When asked
to recall what happened during the robbery, many subjects incorpo-
rated the erroneous details but remained certain they had accurately
recalled the event. This conclusion that memory both fades with
time and is susceptible to outside influence has been wrongfully ex-
terpolated to dismiss the memories and identifications of adult victims
of sexual assault as inherently unreliable.

But all of the participants in Loftus’ study accurately recalled
watching a robbery. They may have forgotten or mistaken some of
the less important details—what the assailant was wearing, what time
the crimes occurred, or the precise chain of events—but their major
conclusion that a crime occurred remained unchanged. As one au-
thor poignantly stated, “[n]one of the subjects in Loftus’s experiment
confused the robbery they had witnessed on film with a film of some-
one taking an uneventful trip to the mall. One is highly unlikely to get
being raped mixed up with having watched pornography on a computer.”
Indeed, Loftus’ conclusions based upon the third-party particip-
ants watching a crime involving complete strangers is entirely
inapplicable to the victim of child sexual assault that more often than
not both knows their accusers and suffers the of abuse over a period of
time.

Concerns of faded and unreliable evidence highlight the underly-
ing fact that the prosecution must have enough reliable evidence to
convince a jury or they simply will not bring the case. After abolishing
the statute of limitations for rape in Kansas, Attorney General Derek
Schmidt stated:

It won’t change the reality that evidence has to be there in order for
a successful prosecution to be mounted... And the passage of time
can weaken some types of evidence. But in cases where there is

256. Elizabeth F. Loftus & Hunter G. Hoffman, Misinformation and Memory: The Creation of
New Memories, J. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOL., GEN. (1) 100–104 (Mar. 1989).
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https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/matter-personality/201210/why-dont-child-sex-
abuse-victims-tell.
261. Schultz, supra note 62.
strong and enduring evidence, such as physical evidence, the law will now not create an arbitrary bar.262

Indeed, now more than ever, hard evidence like text messages, letters, and emails corroborate victim’s testimony. For example, key evidence in Bob Hewitt’s criminal conviction of rape in South Africa included letters written by Hewitt to his child victims containing lines such as: “I can only assume you think of me as a sex maniac. Believe me, I’m not. My heart is going faster and faster because in 40 minutes I will see you again.”263 In those cases, it can hardly be said that the evidence is inadequate and the charges unfair to defend.

Moreover, some states expressly work evidentiary concerns into their statutes. States like Massachusetts explicitly require “independent evidence” that corroborates a victim’s allegations when a charge is brought twenty-seven years after the offense.264 Other states heavily rely on DNA evidence that is almost always long gone by the time adult victims are ready to report.265 States like Delaware only permit victims to report beyond the three-year statute of limitations where they have corroborating evidence—“no prosecution . . . shall be based upon the memory of the victim that has been recovered through psychotherapy unless there is some evidence . . . independent of such repressed memory.”266 The reality is that charges based on uncorroborated, decayed evidence are unlikely to be brought, and that lack of evidence protects defendants who may point to it in disproving their guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. Abolishing the statute of limitations, however, gets rid of the arbitrary protection for repeat-offenders who have in fact left a trail of physical evidence of their abuse, if not having admitted committing the crimes altogether.267

Permitting adult survivors of child sexual abuse to report at any time does not mean defendants will be faced with the single, uncorroborated testimony of one witness or victim at trial. On the contrary, the public reporting of one victim often causes a domino effect that encourages other victims who have since remained silent to come forward with their stories as well, as is seen clearly in the litany of claims against the Catholic Church throughout the United States, and even in

262. Wstrom, supra note 194.
264. MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. Ch. 277 § 63.
265. GA. CODE ANN. § 17-3-1(d) (West 2016).
266. DEL. CODE ANN. Tit. 11, §§ 205(b)(2), (e).
267. See Hollander, supra note 179.
the recent Bill Cosby scandal.268 “In any abuse case, when the first victim has the courage to speak out, other victims feel empowered to also speak out to correct the injustice.”269 Sometimes, it only takes one victim to begin what will result in a long, credible chain of evidence that clearly and justifiably supports the conviction of a sex offender.

Finally, false or fabricated allegations are no more likely in the area of child sex abuse than in any other crime: the rate of false reporting falls consistently between two and eight percent.270 The law must reflect that abusers, and not victims, have the incentive to lie about these painful, humiliating experiences.271 While the victim’s memory of dates and details of specific instances may fade with time, the sexual abuse itself and the identity of the abuser responsible is not forgotten.272 The damage done by sexual abuse does not fade with time.273 Legitimate survivors of childhood sexual abuse face an uphill battle in prosecuting their abusers to begin with. We must not continue to bar the countless, legitimate claims out of fear for the rare and exceptional false charge.

V. CONCLUSION

“Why should a [victim’s] access to the courthouse depend on when the crime was committed?”274 Jeff Dion, of the National Crime Victim Bar Association, emphasized the danger of statutes of limitations that protect predators: “We find them in walkers and wheelchairs still molesting kids because pedophiles don’t retire.”275 It has been said, “if you want to commit the perfect crime, molest a young child.”276
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Abolishing the statute of limitations for sex crimes against children will not solve the problem of child sexual violence in the United States overnight, but it will equip society with the tools necessary to protect our children. Sex crimes against children are "serious enough to take seriously."277 Society’s need to identify and apprehend child sex offenders does not expire with time. Victims’ access to justice should not either.
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